Pregis
Ship from Store
Platform
A RETAIL REALITY:
Retailers are challenged to meet increasing demands resulting from competitive pressures and the internet retail explosion. The answer for many retailers has been to adopt an omni-channel presence which includes shipping from stores (SFS). The benefits include speed to the customer, lower shipping costs and the ability to optimize existing store footprint. However, there are also challenges to transitioning to a ship from store platform.

That is where Pregis comes in. Pregis is a leading supplier of protective packaging solutions that takes a consultative approach to evaluating and recommending the best solution for a retailer’s network to reach their omni-channel goals.

CONSULTATION & MARKET EXPERTISE:
With a dedicated focus on the retail market and evolving omni-channel reality, Pregis offers a unique perspective on how to meet or exceed the retailer’s growth objectives. We are well versed in the most common challenges and the best solutions for overcoming constraints such as limited space within stores, employee training and damage free packaging for a wide assortment of items.

Click here to learn more about our Design & Testing services!

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE:
Our extensive track record of success with retail customers has taught us that customer experience is of paramount importance. Not only does the customer experience need to be positive, it needs to be consistently positive. When a customer receives a package, it should be damage free and exemplify your brand promise.

When shipping from several distribution points, standardizing the package is a fairly simple process. Shipping from hundreds of stores and distribution centers can be a much more complex proposition.

As a result, Pregis offers multiple options that provide for a consistent customer experience, regardless of the origination point – ship from store or distribution center.
Which solution is right for you?

Selecting the right combination of protective packaging materials and equipment is very important. As a material neutral supplier of protective packaging, Pregis is uniquely qualified to consult and recommend the best solution to fit your operations and applications.

A EverTec™ curbside recyclable mailers
- Padded construction cushions the package for high-impact resistance
- Half the cost and effort of manual box applications

B Air-Kraft® bubble mailers
- Simple-to-stack, pack and close for better truck utilization
- Lightweight mailer uses less energy during its transport life cycle

C AirSpeed Mini PAK’R
- Simple to use, compact air cushion system fits anywhere and produces dozens of cushions each minute

D GeoTerra ready-to-use paper
- Compact, flat rolls dispense to form a 3D honeycomb pattern
- 6-sided protection that doesn’t require tape

E Quantum™ LP paper system
- User friendly, paper packaging system
- Easy paper loading and bladeless cutting

F GeoPack® Renew paper
- Convenient, compact and easy to use
- 100% recyclable, including the box

G AirSpeed HC HD pads
- Heavy duty cushions provide outstanding protection from shock and vibration
- Simple, one-step, on-demand process reduces labor and storage requirements

H AirSpeed® ChamberPak™
- Superior inflatable air cushioning reduces product damage
- If one chamber is punctured, the others remain inflated

I AirSpeed Smart™ system
- Small inflatable air pillow system
- Perfect for small or decentralized work stations

Also available in space saving put ups:
- Bubble-out bags and bubble dispenser pack or rolls
- Sheet foam and Microfoam dispenser, packs or rolled product
- Paper-cushioned mailers
Products worth protecting deserve Pregis

We are a leading manufacturer of innovative packaging solutions and protective products.

We solve our customer’s toughest business challenges with packaging so they can create customers for life. We do this by delivering creative solutions to packaging challenges and leveraging a material neutral portfolio.

Contact us today!

www.PREGIS.COM